BROADCAST
TRAINING
PARIS - NEW YORK

REVOLUTIONIZING THE TV EXPERIENCE

Welcome to Thomson U
As part of our long-standing commitment to private and public broadcasters,
Thomson Broadcast continues to offer numerous training options to both clients and
partners around the globe. Our training centers located in Paris and in New York offer
the highest standards of technical knowledge through an extensive range of training
for engineers and techniciens in both Radio & TV broadcast.

Thomson U Expertise
Our courses are offered in collaboration with broadcast experts with long standing
experience in configuring, commissioning, monitoring and repairing transmission
sites. They also hold experience in teaching both theoretical and practical skills,
thanks to the various projects around the globe.

Programs at a glance :
TECHNICAL BASICS OF DIGITAL AUDIOVISUAL TECHNIQUES
Basics of Video
Understanding digital coding
Basics of Audio
Characteristics of audio equipment
Primary techniques of diffusion
Transmission Basics
Antennas

Program Outcomes
Principles of restituting a television image
Identify the benefits and opportunities of digital coding
Understand the sound parameters and characteristics of audio equipment
Identify the elements of an an audio system and the associated connectivity
Become familiar with the basic principles of transmission and broadcasting of a signal
Acquire a global understanding of broadcast channels

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE - DTT HEADEND
Study of the operating principle
Understanding of major equipment involved hereby
Practical work

Program Outcomes
Provide an overview of the different components that make up a
Digital Network Headend linked to DTT
Understand the associated technical configurations - allowing
candidates to operate such a system
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OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE - LP/MP/HP TRANMITTING SYSTEMS
Study of the Operating Principles
Understanding of major equipment involved
Practical work

Program Outcomes
Understand the SD, DD, PR & N+1 configurations
Master the technical characteristics of the Tranmitting Systems
Operate and maintain Transmitting Systems

Modern Training Facilities
Based on client or partner needs, we offer our courses in fully furnished

and

equipped classrooms that mimic project sites and provide students with

the

necessary material for the simulation of networks and all mobile tools for a full
hands on experience. Alternatively, we offer webinars and online course.

Personalized Training Programs
Our training programs are created around the needs of clients and the number of
trainees. Certain projects require the collaboration of broadcasting stations or

New York, New York

international broadcasting institutions. We can create a format that meets certain
criteria or modules for station needs, both in radio and television. Contact us to
learn more about online training formats and collaborations.

Memberships

Colombes, France

Contact
Find out more about our full catalogue of training courses or about creating
a personalized program by contact our Manager of Thomson U Education :
Vincent Le Goff
vincent.legoff@thomson-broadcast.com
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